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Astris Energi Doubles Golf Car Power With New E7 Alkaline Fuel Cell
Generator

Astris Energi Inc. (OTCBB: ASRNF), the world's leading alkaline fuel cell (AFC) technology
company, announced today that it had completed work on Freedom II, its second-generation
golf car. The new, faster golf car is powered by Astris' recently completed 1.8kW,Model E7
AFC Generator,which gives Freedom II double the power and double the acceleration of the
original model which was the world's first alkaline fuel cell powered golf car using hydrogen.

Mississauga, Ontario (PRWEB) December 18, 2004 -- Astris Energi Inc. (OTCBB: ASRNF), the world's
leading alkaline fuel cell (AFC) technology company, announced today that it had completed work on Freedom
II, its second-generation golf car. The new, faster golf car is powered by Astris' recently completed 1.8kW,
Model E7 AFC Generator, which gives Freedom II double the power and double the acceleration of the original
model which was the world's first alkaline fuel cell powered golf car using hydrogen.

Freedom II has a curb weight of 345 kg (760 lbs.), approximately 20% lighter than an equivalent electric
battery model. It has the best characteristics of existing golf car technology with none of the disadvantages. It
runs smoothly and silently, like an electric golf car, and can be refueled in minutes, just like a gasoline model.
Freedom II's E7 Generator is fueled by a 33-litre, carbon fibre cylinder of compressed hydrogen. Under typical
usage, Freedom II can operate for over three days between refills. The new, silent running, emission-free E7
Generator contains two 900W Astris' POWERSTACK(tm)MC250 alkaline fuel cell stacks giving the unit
1.8kW nominal power. With the capability to deliver a 20% overload factor provides more than sufficient
power for peak loads such as acceleration and hill climbing. The E7 Generator gives Freedom II a cruising
speed of approximately 27-31 kph (17-19 mph) and since alkaline fuel cells keep the voltage supply at a
constant level there is no ``fading away'', a familiar and unwanted characteristic of battery-powered golf cars.

Astris will be demonstrating Freedom II and its E7 AFC Generator to a variety of potential end users. As well
as being a marketable product in its own right, Freedom II provides a practical demonstration of the capabilities
of the Model E7, which was developed as a direct replacement for existing traction batteries. Thus the E7 can
be used not only in golf cars, but also in a wide variety of mobile applications such as neighborhood electric
vehicles, boats, and forklifts.

``The installation of our E7 Generator in Freedom II is a good example of the practicality of our AFC
technology,'' said Jiri K. Nor, President and CEO. ``We've taken an existing piece of hardware -- a standard golf
car -- and with installation of our leading E7 power unit, turned it into a high performing, efficient vehicle
capable of years of reliable service.''

About Astris Energi Inc.
Astris is a late-stage development company committed to becoming the leading provider of affordable fuel cells
and fuel cell generators internationally. Over the past 21 years, more than $17 million has been spent to develop
Astris' alkaline fuel cell for commercial applications. Astris is commencing pilot production of its
POWERSTACK(tm)MC250 technology in 2004. Astris is the only publicly traded company in North America
focused exclusively on the alkaline fuel cell. Additional information is also available at the company's website
at http://www.astris.ca.
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Forward-Looking Statements
Any statements in this release that are not statements of fact may be considered ``forward looking statements''
as that term is defined under securities laws in the United States and Canada. Forward-looking statements are
only predictions and may differ materially from actual events or results.

Source: Astris Energi Inc.
For full details, click here: http://www.investorideas.com/CO/ASRNF/NewsReleases.asp
Astris Energi Inc. is a featured Company on www.RenewableEnergyStocks.com and
www.FuelCellCarNews.com
Contact:

Loyola Financial Services
Shareholder Services
Phone: 1 (800) 963-6470
Fax: (702) 317-2301
ASRNF@4lfs.com
www.4lfs.com
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Contact Information
Anthony Durkacz
Astris Energi Inc.
http://www.astris.ca
905-608-2000

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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